Action potential transmission in the canine ventricle normally occurs from the Purkinje (P) system into the ventricular muscle (VM) at specific P-VM junction sites. Transitional (T) cells are located between the Purkinje and the ventricular (V) cells at these P-VM junction sites. It has been shown that exposure to elevated [K'], in combination with hypoxia produces an increase in the P-VM conduction time. To examine this increase in P-VM conduction time, simultaneous measurements of the action potential upstrokes of T cells and the activation times of the local P and V cells at P-VM junctional sites were obtained from in vitro canine papillary muscles. The effects of elevated [K+]0 and hypoxia on conduction from P cells to T cells was then compared with the conduction from T cells to V cells to assess the relative contribution of each to the increase in the P-VM conduction time. We found that this intervention has approximately equal effects on the two sequential steps involved in P-VM conduction. We then analyzed the increased delay from T cells and V cells on the basis of three hypothetical mechanisms: 1) increased coupling resistance, 2) decreased V cell excitability, and 3) decreased cellular responsiveness of the T cells. Our results show that the effects of elevated [K+J0 and hypoxia on T-VM delay can be accounted for by a decreased responsiveness of the T cells without any significant electrical uncoupling between T and V cells or decrease in VM excitability. (Circulation 1989;79:1100-1105 T he normal activation sequence of the ventricular tissue requires that an action potential propagating through the His-Purkinje system initiate activation of the underlying subendocardial ventricular muscle (VM). Numerous in vitro studies have focused on the process of Purkinje-ventricular muscle (P-VM) transmission, generally in canine preparations.1-5 It has been clearly shown that transitional (T) cells are positioned between the Purkinje (P) and ventricular (V) cells at the P-VM junctional sites. However, the specific membrane properties of these T cells and the pattern of electrical coupling between P and T cells and between T and V cells is not known. For normal orthodromic conduction, it appears that the T cells have action potential upstrokes with two phases. The first phase reflects the local activation of the T cells due to a depolarizing current 
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T he normal activation sequence of the ventricular tissue requires that an action potential propagating through the His-Purkinje system initiate activation of the underlying subendocardial ventricular muscle (VM) . Numerous in vitro studies have focused on the process of Purkinje-ventricular muscle (P-VM) transmission, generally in canine preparations.1-5 It has been clearly shown that transitional (T) cells are positioned between the Purkinje (P) and ventricular (V) cells at the P-VM junctional sites. However, the specific membrane properties of these T cells and the pattern of electrical coupling between P and T cells and between T and V cells is not known. For normal orthodromic conduction, it appears that the T cells have action potential upstrokes with two phases. The first phase reflects the local activation of the T cells due to a depolarizing current from the P cells. This first phase of the T cell action potential has a quite variable amplitude and maximum dV/dt (Vm~,,) due to a considerable electrical load imposed on the T cells by the underlying V cells. When the V cells become activated, the second phase of the T cell action potential upstroke occurs due to a removal of the electrical load imposed by the V cells and, to some extent, a depolarizing current coming from the V cells back to the T cells. The effect of this electrical loading of the T cells was further demonstra- This overall process of conduction through the P-VM junction can then be divided into two sequential processes of P-T conduction followed by T-VM conduction. A number of interventions that either lower tissue excitability or increase coupling resistance have been shown to increase the P-VM conduction delay or, in some cases, even block conduction between the P and V cells. Hg with control aeration and 60-80 mm Hg with the "hypoxic" aeration. All preparations were stimulated at a frequency of 1 Hz using square-wave pulses of 1 msec duration and 1.5-2.0 times diastolic threshold. Bipolar stimulation was accomplished through a pair of 125-,um diameter Teflon-coated silver wires via a stimulus isolation unit (Grass Medical Instruments). The preparation was repetitively stimulated on a free-running Purkinje strand.
Extracellular recordings were made from the endocardial surface using modified bipolar electrodes4 made from a twisted pair of Teflon-coated 75-gm diameter silver wires (A-M System, Inc), with one lead touching the surface and the other lead about 1.0 mm above the surface of the preparation. The signal from the modified bipolar electrode was amplified differentially with a gain of 100 and a bandpass of 5 Hz-10 kHz. Intracellular recordings were made with conventional glass microelectrodes filled with 2.5 M KCI with a tip resistance of 15-25 MQ1. The microelectrode was connected to the probe input of a DAGAN preamplifier with careful adjustment of capacitance neutralization after each cell penetration to ensure a rise time of the measuring electrode that was less than 50 gsec. The signals from the surface electrodes and from the microelectrodes were sampled by an RC Electronics A/D converter system on an IBM PC AT computer, with a minimal sampling frequency of 20,000 samples/channel/sec.
Results
For each preparation, a P-VM junctional site was located by activation mapping of the superficial P and the underlying VM layer. Our use of surface recordings allowed us not only to find a P-VM junction site under control conditions but also to verify that this particular site remained a P-VM junction site during exposure to 0~~T IME (mSec) In addition to the experiment shown in Figure 1 , we performed six additional experiments in which we had stable penetrations of a T cell at a P-VM junction site as we applied the test solution and during the recovery period. In all of these experiments, the surface recordings showed reversible effects of the P-VM junctional process, and we used the surface potential recordings to analyze the times of P and V activation. The data regarding the effects of our test solution on P-VM delay, T cell Vmax, T cell action potential amplitude, and the time between the Vmdx of the T cell recording and the maximum negativity of the surface recording of the V layer activation (T-VM time) are summarized in Table 1 . The mean P-VM delay increased from 4.0 to 5.9 msec (a 48% increase), whereas the mean T-VM time increased from 2.0 to 2.9 msec (a 45% increase). The changes in all of the parameters were completely reversible, as shown in Figure 2 . With all four parameters normalized as a percent of the control data, the test data (solid bars) show similar increases for P-VM delay and for T-VM delay. Both the Vmax and the action potential amplitude (APA) of the T cells were substantially reduced by the test solution. The shaded bars indicate the recovery values for all four parameters and are all essentially 100% of the control data.
The seven P-VM junctions studied had a range of control P-VM delays of 3.4 to 5.2 msec and a range of T-VM times from 1.9 to 2.3 msec. There were also variations in the response of the T cell APA to the test solution, with the percent decrease in T cell APA ranging from 16% to 35%. The percent increase in T-VM time ranged from 11% to 65%. This variation in the control values and the responses to our test solution gave us an opportunity to further test our three hypotheses for the mechanism of the increased T-VM delay. As we previously reported,6 the effect of elevated [K+)Q alone or hypoxia alone EFFECTS OF 8 mM K+ AND HYPOXIA 140-8 mM K+AND HYPOXIA RECOVERY 120- During the time between the initial activation of the T cell and the activation of the V cell, the driving potential for current flow from T cells to V cells is approximately equal to the T cell APA (see Figure 1) . The resistance that limits this current flow is the gap junctions between T cells and V cells. If the coupling resistance is increased or if the VM excitability is decreased during the change from control solution to our test solution, then the increase in T-VM time would be greater than could be accounted for by a decrease in the T cell APA. If, however, the coupling resistance and the VM excitability stays constant, then the increase in T-VM time should be inversely proportional to the decrease in the T cell APA.
Another way of expressing these hypothetical relationships is illustrated in Figure 3 . [K+] o and hypoxia into the relative contributions of P-T delay and the subsequent T-VM delay. An important caveat that must be expressed is that the overall process of P-VM conduction must eventually be expressed as a three dimensional process involving many different cells. The division of these cells into three groups (P, T, and V cells) with sequential activation of the three groups is a necessary oversimplification of the overall process. We have recently8 evaluated the extent to which the P-VM junction process can be adequately expressed as a serial activation of cells in a localized region. We identified P-VM junction sites in papillary muscles, the interventricular septum, or the free wall of the ventricle. We activated the superficial P layer using alternate stimulations at two sites arranged such that the two directions of propagation through the P layer, in response to the two stimuli, were orthogonal. Using both surface potential recordings and microelectrode recordings from individual cells, we showed that the overall process of P-VM transmission was independent of the direction of propagation within the P layer. Once local activation of the P layer had occurred, the temporal sequence of activation of individual T cells and the V cells was invariant. One complication that was found for P-VM junction sites on the septum and free wall (but not on papillary muscles) was that at some sites there were multiple P activation signals, with only one P activation signal locked in time with the subsequent T and V cell activation, suggesting some degree of longitudinal dissociation within the P layer.
Another important caveat with regard to our analysis of T cell activation time is that at each P-VM junction site there are multiple T cells and the activation times of these T cells are not simultaneous. 3, 8 In our experiments, we recorded from only one T cell at each P-VM junctional site as a comparison of test versus control conditions. The consistency of our results for seven experiments suggests that our findings represent an appropriate average response for T cells at P-VM sites.
To the extent that the P-VM conduction process can be divided into two sequential processes of P-T conduction and T-VM conduction, we can develop a model system for each of the two sequential delays. For two groups of cells, A and B, which are coupled to each other through a resistance R, the current flow from group A to group B will be (VA-VB)/R, where VA and VB represent the membrane potential (relative to the resting potential) of cells in groups A and B, respectively. If group B requires a charge transfer QB to reach threshold, then we can estimate the time delay between activation of group A and activation of group B as: TD=(QBR)/(VA-VB), where during this time period, VA represents the APA of group A and VB is very small, representing the rise of potential in group B to the threshold potential. With regard to the P-VM conduction, the P and T cells can be considered as groups A and B, respectively, during P-T conduction. During T-VM conduction, the T and V cells can be considered as groups A and B, respectively. We can directly measure TD, VA, and VB. If both QB and R remain constant, TD will vary inversely with VA-VB, which is approximately equal during this period of time to the T cell APA. If either QB or R increases due to the intervention, then TD will increase more than the amount predicted by a simple inverse relation between TD and VA. These relations formed the basis of our test of the three hypotheses for the increased T-VM delay, as presented in Figure 3 .
For the in situ P-VM junction, we cannot directly measure the resistive coupling between T and V cells or the excitability of the individual T or V cells. We recently evaluated9 the effects of elevating
